Masjid Bilal of Cleveland’s mission is to promote faith, community, and family life, following the
clear dictates of the Holy Al-Qur’an and the Tradition of the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)*. Masjid Bilal
of Cleveland is a strong supporter of Imam W. Deen Mohammad’s ministry.
We believe in the Oneness of God and the oneness of humanity. We are committed to promoting
excellence in human dignity throughout our community. We support the purity of the constitution of
the United States of America and the laws of the State of Ohio.
*Peace Be Upon Him

As-Salaam Alaikum,
Friday, October 30, 2020 is the last day for Salat ul-Jumah Prayer Service on Fridays at
12:30 pm, at our Masjid. We will discontinue services after that date. Please see the
Secretary’s page for more details.
Our address is 7401 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland Ohio, 44103. Doors open at noon. There
is free parking at the rear of the building.
Starting on Friday, November 6, 2020, our Islamic Virtual Presentation will start at noon.
To access our audio conference call,
Please call 408-418-9388.
When asked type in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website,
http://masjidbilalofcleveland.org .
When requested type in pin 7401# on your phone pad.
You will be placed into the conference call at that time.
We will continue to have a video feed. Please click on the link listed in our weekly email or
on our website.
When asked, please put in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website.
When asked, put in the password 7401# .
You will be placed into the video conference call at that time.
Please join us on Sundays at noon for our weekly Sunday Taleem Presentation conducted
by an Imam of Masjid Bilal of Cleveland.
To access the conference call,
Please call 408-418-9388.
When asked type in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website.
When asked to put in a PIN, the number is 7401# .
To access our video feed, please click on the link listed in our weekly email or on our
website.
When asked, please put in the access code listed in our weekly email or on our website.
When asked, put in the password 7401# .

WEEKLY SCHEDULE
Friday – 1:00 pm
Sunday – Noon
November Imam Speaking Schedule

Salat ul-Jumah Prayer Service (until Nov. 6, 2020)
Sunday Taleem Presentation by way of Cisco WebEx
Imam Ahmed Saeed Nov. 6th and Nov. 8th
Imam Ivan Nassar Nov. 13th and Nov. 15th
Imam Shafeeq Sabir Nov. 20th and Nov. 22nd
Imam Ahmed Saeed Nov. 27th and Nov. 29th

Our masjid will have our monthly Halaqah Religious Study session on Friday, November 13,
2020 at 7:00 pm. Session topic is “What did Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) tell all to do in a
pandemic?”
Please call 408-418-9388
When asked type in access code 132 213 8103# on your phone pad.
When requested type in pin 7401# on your phone pad.
You will be placed into the conference call at that time.
To access the video feed
Please click on this link,
https://masjidbilalofcleveland.my.webex.com/masjidbilalofcleveland.my/j.php?MTID=mfc07
c1150c2b8691e65f047cab61073f or copy and paste this link into your browser address field
and press the enter button on your keyboard.
When asked, the access code is 132 213 8103.
When asked, the pin is 7401.
You will be placed into the video session at that time. Please see our monthly Friday Halaqah
presentation ad in this newsletter.
Sunday, November 1, 2020, Daylight Savings Time ends at 2:00 AM. Please set your
time unit back one hour.
The Muslim Women’s Association of Masjid Bilal of Cleveland announce their
monthly virtual meeting on Sunday, November 8, 2020 right after our Sunday Taleem
presentation. They will send out details in the coming days.

WHAT DO NON-MUSLIMS SAY ABOUT ISLAM, THE QURAN
AND PROPHET MUHAMMAD (PBUH):
" Healing and Teaching - One of the most lasting contributions of Islam was the hospital.
Funded by donations called waqf, public hospitals treated the sick, provided a place to
convalesce and recover, housed the mentally ill, and provided shelter to the aged and
infirm. Jewish and Christian doctors, in addition to Muslim physicians, worked in these
institutions. Hospitals allowed the poorest to benefit from the knowledge of outstanding
doctors: Beggars in Baghdad might be operated on by Rhazes, the great surgeon of the city
hospital.” This story appears in the November/December 2016 issue of National Geographic
History magazine.

This newsletter is being distributed by:
Masjid Bilal of Cleveland
7401 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44103
(216) 391-8899
Facebook page is Masjid Bilal of Cleveland
Website address is http://masjidbilalofcleveland.org
Email address is masjidbilalofcleveland@gmail.com
“

“ – Anonymous
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November 1, 2020
As-Salaamu Alaykum,
Our loan balance (from the $30,000 loan for roof repairs) is currently $22,688.00, with a
monthly payment of $562.10. The cash balance of our building fund is now $9,460. Please
consider concentrating your donations to Zakat only until we are back full time in the
building.
We are currently facing a lot of building repairs and maintenance problems. Since we
have been closed due to the virus, we have not created any fundraising events. We need
your help and donations to help tackle many of the building issues, such as
1) The rooftop ventilation system (air ducts) has deteriorated from wear and tear. Therefore,
we cannot turn on the upstairs heating system for the upcoming winter months.
2) The three A/C-Heating units that sit on the roof need to be re-positioned, or their weight
will cause roof leaks.
3) The brick facade (the building's brick face) is crumbling in many places, and bricks have
fallen from the building walls.
4) Each of the three outside staircases needs significant work along with the handrails.
5) As of this article's printing, the large willow tree at the rear of the parking lot has fallen and
needs to be removed.
We encourage you to take time out to donate to Masjid Bilal of Cleveland.
 You can make a secure donation on our website by going to MasjidBilalofCleveland.org
and clicking on the DONATE button.
 You can mail your donation to Masjid Bilal of Cleveland, c/o Treasurer, 7401 Euclid
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44103.
 You can put a check or money order into an envelope and place the envelope in the
mail slot near the front doors.
As-Salaamu Alaykum, Kariem Hasan, Secretary-Treasurer
As-Salaam Alaikum,
Additional Comments from the Secretary’s office
We propose to discontinue services after November 1, 2020, due to the startling increase of
the Coronavirus in Cleveland, the state of Ohio, and the nation, in addition to needed repairs to
the masjid's heating system. We will notify members when we can safely reopen for services.
Your Shura Board has proposed these fundraising ideas,
A. A significant outdoor fundraising dinner – please see the flyer in this newsletter.
B. Pledges
I.
We will create two pledge levels of $500.00 to $1,000.00 for one level and $1,000 or
higher for the top level. A donor will get a certificate or a plaque with a duplicate
placed in the masjid library after remodeling.
II.
We will create a smaller pledge level of $100 to $500 per person using incentives like a
"buy a brick" campaign or lapel pins with our logo on it or sashes.
C. We are revising our KeyBank roof loan – status to refinance the loan to get an additional
$10,000, insha'Allah.
Thank you and As-Salaam Alaikum. Sincerely, Albert Najieb, Assistant Secretary

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

04/09/2004 IWDM Study Library: The Spirit of Our Success
Louisville KY
By Imam W. Deen Muhammad
Part Three of Five
John Hassan a faithful friend and supporter of my father who worked as chief investigator
in the Nation of Islam in Chicago, and also, a special business secretary and assistant for the
Honorable Elijah Mohammad. He told me, he said, "W. D." He called me W. D, he did not call
me Wallace, John Hassan always called me W. D. He said, "W. D." He said, "When the savior
left, he told us- the people you can hear people sniffing, they are shedding tears, they are
crying because he had to leave. He said he told them, “You do not need me anymore,” he
said, “Hear, H-E-A-R, hear Elijah,” that is what he told them. After being on the job of not
building the Nation of Islam, on the job of preparing the Honorable Elijah Mohammad to
take over, he left, and said, "You do not need me anymore, hear Elijah.” And Elijah faithfully
worked in obedience, in perfect obedience to his teacher. I saw him in the last years of his
life, and he was so pressured by information that he could not argue with, that he had no
way of knowing for most of his life as a leader.
But now people from Arabia were coming to him, people of Pakistan were coming to him
and they are telling him what Islam is. The average one of you from circumstances even
much better than my father's---a man, a foreigner can come to you and tell you the most
outrageous things about the life of people abroad and you would have no way of saying,
“You are a liar or you are truthful,” because you do not know anything about life abroad,
not on that level of education that the Honorable Elijah Muhammad had and not in that
time that the Honorable Elijah Muhammad was in, when Mr. Fard made his appearance.
No, the uneducated deprived of education, information, culture, etcetera, they had no way
of questioning Mr. Fard, he could have told them that Saudi Arabia is a black man's country.
All black people over there, he could have told them that. He wouldn't know, how would he
know the difference? He had no way of questioning his teacher and he had no will to
suspect his teacher since his teacher was appealing to him to join the effort to dignify and lift
to dignify, and lift up the black man. He had no interest in questioning him, just like you have
no interest in listening to me if I questioned. You are still in the grip [laughs].
Yes, and you think I am angry with you? No, I love you, if you come here, I will kiss you. I love
you so much I will kiss you and I will kiss you and kiss you, and try to kiss you until you wake up.
Yes, I love you, I cannot help it. G’d has made me, yes, G’d has made me to take over
where my father left off and to keep bringing you closer and closer to where you have to go,
to be at home with yourself and at home with your G’d.
Great pressures, great pressures on the soul of the African-American, on the soul of the black
people; great pressure because of the lie told against our worth as human beings in the
world of human beings---great pressure. You know, if you tell us especially when -- you know,
if you tell a child something ugly, very ugly against how that child perceives his parent, you
put a terrible, terrible pressure on that child's heart and mind. Likewise, when you tell a
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people who do not know, have been separated and excluded from information, separated
from and excluded, kept out of information.
They do not have access to the records, they do not have access to the facts of history and
you tell them that they are subhuman. Put it in documents that protect the order of this
society, the constitution of these United States. That “He is 2/5th of a man”, 2/5th of a man,
and then we know that, we hear that, we know it. Maybe Dubois with his intellect, with his
knowledge of people living in France and people of a different opinion, maybe he could
hear that and not be pushed down in his dignity or out of his dignity.
But the ignorant, they cannot argue back when they hear that, it just goes partly into the
mind and reaches the soul, and without their mind even reacting, and it begin to work as a
poison, like a terrible virus that sneaked into their system, and they do not even know what is
making them so docile. What is intimidating them when the opportunity is there but they are
afraid to step into it, they do not know what is holding them back. But it is that poisonous
germ, the lie of their worth as a person and a people that went into them and they had no
education to fight it, and started to take away their strength to even stand up as a human
being.
You can still be religious going to church, getting the Holy Ghost---and that is not ridicule---I
sometime get the Holy Ghost. The Nation of Islam did something to me, my body just cannot
jump too much under the Spirit, my body wants to stand still, but inside man, I am rolling, I am
doing the holy roll, and everything else. I am shaking and trembling, and speaking in tongues
inside.
[Laughter]
Yes, you can be a devoted church-goer and when your folks say, “Let us do a great thing,”
you become speechless, you cannot respond, you have no will to join them in doing a great
thing. A foreigner comes in with the same invitation and you jump up. Why? Because it was
a foreigner, it was somebody else who said that you were not worthy of any great
challenge.
When they come in, “Oh, “Yes, oh, yes, we could do it. We could do it boss.” You do not say
‘boss’ but your behavior is saying ‘boss’. “Yes, we can do it.” But even that person, they have
been overcome by that germ and intended to kill their will, to be the man and the woman
that G’d intended them to be. Even such a person still has that pressure on them, pressuring
is not going on. That pressure is on you. It is going to stay on you until one day you wake up in
your soul and say, “I am through with this inferiority in me”. G’d created me for great things
and did not create me for any reward less than what he created any other person for.” You
are going to rise up and do something about your state. Yes sir, and I know it is coming. But in
this day in time, I know that you who are in that state cannot be reached by anything
except Mother Nature’s work on you. We do not have to worry about you. You are so few
now. I really ask our ministers, imams, do not worry about them.
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Do not spend any time on them. Do not waste two minutes of your talk on them. You say,
“Well, look how long you have been talking on them---more than two minutes to be sure.” I
am not talking to them. I am talking to you so you will be in better position to help yourself
and them. I just want you to know their state too. I am not talking to them but I am reaching
them a little bit. The way to reach them is not to talk to them; talk to somebody else and let
them hear.
Praise be to Allah. Great pressure, now look, G’d says to us not only in the Qur’aan, but the
Qur’aan is very clear and expressive... It says there are signs in the heavens and in the earth,
and as well as in your own self, in human beings. It says but most of the people go on
heedless, not paying any attention”. G’d did not say there are signs just in those things of the
heavens, that the great prophet Isaiah and others saw and commented on. Allah revealed
to Muhammad, the prophet, the last of the prophets that those great signs up there are for
all people, the common person, all of us. Those signs exist for all of us in everything. So I am
looking at science now; I am looking in science to see what the signs are. There are signs in
everything. You cannot alter G’d's creation. You cannot change it. You cannot take it out of
its natural state and put it in a state -- and in that creation’s a power that G’d created it with
to communicate messages to the intellect of man. I mean man and woman. I am looking at
technology and I am reading signs because that is still G’d’s creation. And it never is
deprived of ability or its power to send messages to the intellect of man. I am looking at
technology. I am also aware of science theory on the beginning of the earth and how the
earth is made, how it is constituted, how it is made up right now. And when you think about
it, and many -- this is nothing new to comparison that I make. These comparisons have been
made I guess 1,000 of years ago by religious students who study the revelation of G’d, G’d's
revelation to man. I am looking at what we have been given as a picture of this earth, and
we are told that the earth is solid on the outer surface, solid in its outer surface but in its
interior, it is liquid and the liquid is fire, liquid fire. There is proof of that when we see a
volcano, and there comes the liquid fire shooting up through a crevice, through an opening
in the earth's surface or in the earth’s floor.
We do have proof of that that would make us agree with science. Yes, that liquid fire is
coming from somewhere called lava. That that liquid fire is coming from somewhere, so we
do have proof of it. Now this liquid, when we see it cooled on the earth, it was not liquid like
water. Water remains liquid after it has cooled. Freeze it too much and it will become solid
but it would be solid water. If you put the heat to it, again it melts very easily, very quickly.
So what comes out of the belly of the earth or out of the interior of the earth, deep interior of
the earth is really earth. But the heat is so much that it cannot solidify under the pressure.
That is what science says, it is pressure. How is that fire staying there and continues to stay
there all of this time and it does not go out? Pressure. This is the theory of science. Theory
means belief. This is the belief of science but a belief that is based upon some evidence or
some rational support for it.
Theory, it is a theory. No different than faith really. The faith of Abraham that is exactly what
the faith of Abraham was. It was a belief but based upon some rational support for that
belief. The earth -- are you are getting impatient? My time is very valuable now. When I
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started with you in 1975, you could have given me $5 an hour. Now you insult me if you give
me $500 an hour. It will be a big insult because I make more than $500 an hour speaking to
non-Muslims. They pay me.
This great mass, the earth, solid surface we are walking on, it puts pressure and gravity--gravity puts pressure on the earth surface. It causes such great heat in its interior; the heat is
so extreme it melts the interior. In fact, the interior had never been anything but melted
because of the mass and the gravity, the pressure from the outside. And that pressure breaks
through weak places in the surface of the earth. If something happen like an earthquake or
some other natural phenomena happens to shift the plates, the solid plates that hold up the
sand and the earth, the soil and etcetera.
If something happens and makes a crevice, an opening that hot interior shoots, spurts right
up through it. It happens in the water, in the ocean as well as on land. This is science. G’d say
that in everything in the creation there are signs. What He has created is His word. The whole
collection of matter, or material existence bears the will of G’d to express itself as a testimony
to the presence of G’d and to the fact that G’d is its maker. So it speaks these messages to
us, to the mind or the intellect of the human being.
What message do I get out of this liquid core that remains liquid because of so much
pressure on it? It is a sign of how G’d advances creation on the path to its destination or its
destiny. We as a people, we have been under great pressure. And in our core is this liquid
fire. Liquid fire made by the pressure of the world that said we are black people and inferior,
two-fifths of the human being as white-supremacists charge against our humanity or against
our human life.
That is the pressure along with other pressures that have us boiling inside. An interior cannot
really solidify; it remains in a fiery state. Every now and then, there is an Elijah or somebody to
shift the plates of the surface, and a crack, a crevice and then, and there is a Malcolm
spewing fire all over the land.
There is a fire Farrakhan and my Imam, W. Deen Muhammad spewing fire all over the land.
They say, "Whoa, let us get away from the mountain." [Laughs] The lava is rolling down the
mountainside. It is going to kill everything alive in its path. [Laughs] But after we cool, yes,
after we cool, we come back and pick up gold, pick up silver, pick up copper that have
been thrown out; precious elements that have been thrown out of the belly. “We thought
Elijah was just spitting up fire. Elijah spit up some precious metals that are not only good for
the black man but good in the treasures of white America”.
Think about this, there are signs brothers, signs. Oh yes, in everything that G’d has created,
there are signs. I can go on talking to you about this fire---hat is not the end of it. Oh, it has a
lot of messages. It has a lot of messages. It is sometimes good to release your fire, especially
when it will not let you form a productive surface. [Laughs] It won't let you form a productive
surface. But if the world would just stop when so much pressure on you, you will not keep
spewing it out and messing up the surface.
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It will be contained and the surface will become more solid, and in time, it will just soften. It
will just soften to the rain and become productive, become a paradise with so many
beautiful things growing on it. That is because you have suppressed your anger for the sake
of growth and beautiful production. And you cannot do that. You cannot do that as long as
the most, I would say, attention-grabbing thing is arousing your anger. You need something
to come into your life as a strong attention-grabber that is not arousing your anger but
soothing your nature.
And that is the message of Elijah Muhammad that says, "G’d loves you and G’d has come to
destroy your enemy and deliver you from his grip." Oh, that is so soothing. Now I do not have
to give a lot of my attention to the white people as a threat to my life because I have been
told that G’d got something coming for them. G’d got something for them. I do not have to
worry about coming out of there boxing with them. I cannot box with missiles any way.
(Editor’s note: This is the third of five parts to this presentation. We will print part four of five in the
December 2020 newsletter, insha’Allah.)
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PROCEDURES TO ENTER OUR MASJID FOR SALAT UL-JUMAH
1. Please use the front door entrance only and stay 6 feet apart during your
visit.
2. Everyone entering our Masjid should wash/sanitize their hands upon entry.
3. By entering our Masjid, you agree to have your temperature checked and
sign in our register book. If your temperature is over 100.4 degrees, we will ask
you to leave.
4. No one will be allowed in with obvious signs of ill health, including allergies.
5. Once inside, everyone goes immediately into the Musala. Please follow our
host’s directions, maintain social distancing, and limit your movement in the
Musala to the assigned position.
6. Please make wudu at home. Our wudu rooms are closed.
7. Worshipers will be in the Masjid for no more than 45 minutes.
8. When exiting the Musala, please leave the Masjid from upstairs. There is no
assembling in the Masjid lobby area.
9. Please place your zakat in our preprinted envelopes at the Secretary’s office
and deposit them in our zakat box. Our point of sale credit card machine is
available.
10. Our Imams are available by appointment only. Please call (216) 391-8899 or
send an email to masjidbilalofcleveland@gmail.com to request an
appointment.
11. The Masjid is cleaned and sanitized before each meeting.
12. Our after-service meals are takeout only. The dining room is closed.
13. We will pass out disposable masks at the front door if needed, and
everyone always wears a mask.
14. We recommend anyone with a pre-existing health condition not attend our
Masjid if they feel their visit would increase their risk of harm.
15. We do not permit children under the age of ten in our Masjid during this
pandemic.
We used the following resources:
National Muslim Task Force on COVID-19 Regarding a Phased Reopening of Mosques
https://amhp.us/national-muslim-task-force
Cleveland Information and Resources site on COVID-19 First Year Cleveland
https://www.firstyearcleveland.org/solutions/covid-19
Ohio Dept. of Health - https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/covid-19/home

A Cleveland Ohio Voters Guide
September 22: National Voter Registration Day
October 5: Voter Registration Deadline
October 6: Early Voting Begins at the Boards of Elections, 2925 Euclid
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44115.
• The building is at the corner of East 30th Street and Euclid Avenue.
There is a drop off box in the parking lot.
• The box is a safe and convenient way to return Voter Registration
cards, Vote-by-Mail Ballot Applications, and voted ballots.
• Access to the drop off box is 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
A bi-partisan team collects all items from the dropbox periodically
throughout the day.
October 31: Deadline for applications by mail for a vote-fromhome/absentee ballot
November 2: Early Voting in person at the Board of Elections ends.
• All Vote-by-Mail/ Absentee ballots mailed anywhere in the U.S.
must be postmarked on or before this date and received at the
Board of Elections on or before 11/13/2020 to be counted.
• Vote-by-mail ballots receive on or before Election Day will be
counted on Election Day.
November 3: Election Day, all polling locations are open from 6:30
a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Please go to https://boe.cuyahogacounty.gov/ to track your
ballot and get more information about voting in Cuyahoga County,
Ohio.

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Bilal Of Cleveland Drive Thru Fundraiser
WHAT: We are asking for your support for this much-needed
fundraiser. Our 37-year-old building needs emergency
maintenance.
WHERE: Masjid Bilal of Cleveland Parking Lot
7401 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44103
WHEN: Saturday, November 7, 2020, starting at 4 pm
MENU AND COST: Lamb or Red Snapper for $25.00
Baked Chicken or BBQ ribs for $15.00
Sides: vegetarian spaghetti, coleslaw,
green beans, dessert, and roll.
PLEASE CALL (216) 391-8899 TO PRE-ORDER YOUR DINNER NOW!!

With Allah’s Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

HALAQAH – RELIGIOUS STUDY CIRCLE
TO: ALL BELIEVERS
WHEN: FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2020, FROM 7:00 PM UNTIL 8:00 PM
WHERE: ONLINE
TOPIC: WHAT DID PROPHET MUHAMMAD (PBUH) TELL ALL TO DO IN A PANDEMIC?
SOURCES: HOLY AL-QUR’AN AND AL-HADITH
Our masjid will have the monthly Halaqah (Religious Study) session on Friday, November
13, 2020, starting at 7:00 pm.
Please call 408-418-9388
When asked, type in access code 132 213 8103# , Pin 7401#
To access the video feed, please click on this link,
https://masjidbilalofcleveland.my.webex.com/masjidbilalofcleveland.my/j.php?MTID=mfc
07c1150c2b8691e65f047cab61073f or copy and paste this link into your browser address
field. Access code is 132 213 8103, pin 7401.

Holy Al-Qur’an, Surat Al-'An`ām, Ayats 42 - 44

“Before thee We sent (messengers) to many nations, and We afflicted the nations with
suffering and adversity, that they might learn humility.”
“When the suffering reached them from us, why then did they not learn humility? On the
contrary their hearts became hardened, and Satan made their (sinful) acts seem alluring to
them.”
“But when they forgot the warning they had received, We opened to them the gates of
all (good) things, until, in the midst of their enjoyment of Our gifts, on a sudden, We called
them to account, when lo! they were plunged in despair!”

Saying of the Prophet (PBUH)
Narrated Saud (RA): “The Prophet ( )ﷺsaid, "If you hear of an outbreak of plague in a land,
do not enter it; but if the plague breaks out in a place while you are in it, do not leave that
place." (Sahih al-Bukhari 5728)
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Introducing
the Newest Arrivals!

Superior Quality!
Imported Fragrances
Amber Oud

Black Diamonds

Dua al Jannah

High End Quality!

Firdaus, Full

Golden Sand
Hajar al Aswad
Kouros
Musk Gazelle
Thousand Flowers
Salaam’s Caravan Fragrances

email us:

Hadiya56@msn.com
Concentrated & Undiluted!
‘Peace be unto You!’

This is a Wholesome Business Connection so Put an Ad on this Page!!
Ads are free for one time but reoccurring ads cost $5.00 a month, paid six months in advance

This could be YOUR AD
Amazing advertisement
Dynamic commentary on Islamic Values
Heartwarming story about your Muslim family or
Member of our community
 Wonderful idea on how to improve our masjid
HELP YOURSELF!!……..by submitting your entry to
the Secretary’s Office before the Fourth Sunday of
the month, for publication the next month.
Reoccurring ads are $10.00 a month, paid six
months in advance. One time entries are FREE.
See the Secretary for more information.
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As‐Salaam‐Alaikum: For those that use social media like Facebook, Twitter, etc
and share their information freely, these sites are paid billions in advertising
revenue. IQKONNECT pays those advertising dollars to the Brand Partners who
position themselves to get paid for sharing and connecting. There is a video that can
be sent to you so you can see how it works. For more information please contact Ms.
Ellen Brown‐Rahman at 216‐832‐8790 or email her at EBR@Ameritech.Net
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SHOP WITH MUSLIMS!!

This is a Wholesome Business Connection so Put an Ad on this Page!!
Ads are free for one time but reoccurring ads cost $5.00 a month, paid six months in advance

All-Tech Communications, LLC
Rob Hatcher
Do you know someone who can use:
 Credit Restoration?
 Credit Attorney, Will, Living Trust, Healthcare & Financial
Powers of Attorney?
 Lifelock?
 Term Life Insurance?
Visit this web site to watch free videos:
www.protectionthatpays.com
For more information call (216) 759-1716
Email address: alltechcomm@yahoo.com
or go to www.myfes.net/rhatcher.
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SHOP WITH MUSLIMS!!

